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Now is
the Time
(Continued from Pace A 10)

This is also a good time to apply
fertilizer and necessary her-
bicides, while allowing the grass to
recover prior to being grazed
again

ToControl Soil Erosion
Think about the impact of one

raindrop on barren soil. In its own
scale that raindrop is like a bomb,
tearing soil into tiny fragments,
tossing them inthe air and gouging
a crater in the earth. Now on our
scale, one raindrop is insignificant,
but raindrops come in the billions
and together they playakey role in
soil erosion.

These tiny bombs break soil into
pieces small enough to be carried
away in water runoff. And this kind
of runoff erosion is becoming a
serious problem for all. This

erosion is washing away our most
fertileand productive farmland ...

that translates to higher food costs
... not to mention the costs of
filtering and treating polluted
water.

Good soil management methods
can reduce erosion by 100 times or
more. In one University ex-
periment, mosquito gauze was
suspended over part of a barron
field. Inthe uncovered portion soil
erosion was 100 times more than
under the gauze. No, we can’t
cover fields with gauze, but we can
encourage new conservation
tillage methods that leave a
vegetative cover to act like a
gauze. We all need to work
together to conserve this precious
resource... our soil.
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Portable
Call For Prices And Your Local Dealer

HOLLANDER RD, RD3
NEW HOLLAND, PA

17557
717-354-9611
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PORTABLE ELEVATORS

AUGER SYSTEMS For
Emptying Manure Pits-

Stationary or
Portable

WANTED
WDI P«y $lOO
each for old shaving mags
with pictures of men at
(bdr occupations and trade
designs like bakers, miners,
R,R, trains, firemen, doc*
t

R.D. 5,Box 275
Montague, N.J. 07827

Ph.(201)293-7297
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never
looked
so
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BOOKS
SHOE SERVICE
107E. STATE ST.

QUARRTVIU.E, PA
17566

717-786-2795
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Look at this machine,
it's a winner hands down.
A grinder can't compare.

A roller-mixer from the Roskamp
Heavyweights line is the answer.
Precision built. And custom engineered
To provide processed feed. Better size
consistency. A higher quality ration.
Maximum digestion. All on •*»—

horsepower than a g
that means profit in

A Roskamp roller-rr
Alternative to grinding
yourself. There’s real!

Roskamp

Roller Mixer

SnowstormsFarm
(Continued from PageAl)

Calendar In addition to Secretary
Hallowell, the township is sending
a score or more copies of a
resolution passed this week to local
and state officials in their effort to
getrid ofthe thistle in the rights>of-
way.

it’s the summer snowstorms of

(Continued from Page A10)

New Alexander, Huntingdon
County.

Penn State 4-H and FFA Spring
Dairy Cattle and livestock
Judging, dairybarns, 9 a.m.

Hunterdon County N.J. Soil
Conservation District annual
meeting, 7 p.m., Quakertown
Fire House.

State ‘push’ coming next year
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MAKITA POWER TOOL
SPECIALS

Quantity Description Ust SALE

4 Model 804510 Finishing Sanders Pad Size4 3/8”x4” 79.00 *55.30
8 Model 6510LVR 3/8" Variable Speed, Reversible Drills . 109.00 .

.:. 76.30
3 Model 6010DW 3/8” Cordless Drills, Reversible 136.00 ....95.20
15 Model DP37203/8” Variable Speed. Reversible Drills ...88.00 61.60
14 Model 95108K1T 4” Sander/Grinder Kit 119.00 79.95

Model 2412 N 12”Cut-Off Saw 265.00... 185.50
Limited Quantities

DP3720
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95018K1T 0,0 ■ 2412N
BLUE BALL MACHINE WORKS

Rt. 322 East Blue Ball, PA
Mon. - Frl. 7:30-5; Sat. 7:30-11:30

(717) 354-4478

thistle seedfrom the rights-of-way
that drift into and infest the ad-
joining land of farmers and
property owners.

The resolution calls for control
measures to be instituted this year
to check the spread of “breeze-
wafted seeds.”

HARRISBURG - A Penn- thistles,
svlvania Department of Tfce spokesmansaid;

Agriculture spokesman said this “They pton to try some new

wS that PennDot would be control techniques and substances
oerforming measures similar to this year and then make an all-out

St?!? concerning Canada push for eradicationneatyear.


